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Write now presents

Anti-Valentine’s

We held our latest extravaganza - a tea party at The Deaf Cat - a
week after Valentine’s Day, as an antidote to all the schmaltz and puke-
inducing lovey-dovey-ness.  

As well as readings from local writers, there was a film quiz (super prizes!), dada poetry making (see later
pages for some of the results), speed poetry, and a raffle for some love-inspired raffle prizes. Whether it’s
fashion, travel, sweeties or caravans(!) that you love... there might have been a book related prize for
you!

(For those who don’t know ME4 writers, we are a local writing group, and we’re working on a 
multimedia project called ‘The Seventh Traveller’, which we are fundraising for.  
http://the7thtraveller.wordpress.com)
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Extracts from ‘WLTM’ 

- a play about internet dating

Sam Hall

Session 5: I googled you
Location: Her home PC

She: I googled you

Well, it’s what we all do
On finding someone new
Put your name in
Tried all the spellings
Chose the ones I thought had to be you
Saw what you’d done before
Saw who you’d been before
Read all about you
Well, you have to these days,
Haven’t you?
I’m sure you googled me
Didn’t you?

Session 13: Making you a CD
Location: His home PC

He: Stayed up late

Last night
Making you a CD
Had a bottle of red wine whilst
I was doing it.
Thought of you whilst
I was doing it.
Thought of doing you whilst
I was doing it.
Yummm.
Thought about the tunes you’d like
Arcade Fire, Spiritualized, early Roxy, early
Human League,
Devastations, Nick Cave doing ‘Disco 2000’
as only Nick Cave can,
Go-Kart Mozart, quirky stuff, fun stuff, stuff I
love.
Tried to put stuff you wouldn’t know
Break you of your Robbie habit
Spent all night making a
CD for you.
(Pause)
Actually I made you two.
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Extracts from The Compelling Facebookery of the Mighty DK 2008

Sarah March D’angelo

You belong to me! I suppose Denzil was the weirdest person I knew, and I liked weird. At first I thought he
would be like Phil Lynott, asking girls if there was anyone out there with Irish in them who wanted a bit
more. But no, he was a perfect gentleman, King’s School educated, thanks to Jerome’s night shifts at the
GPO. And that fascinated me. He was always off his head, booze and dope, other things probably that I
was unaware of fed to him by his Mum and her friends, but I never had to desire to reform him, or
change him I can’t pinpoint why, because I was always totally anti-drugs and very self-righteous. Denz
was Denz, and not to be changed. His destiny had already begun at the age of 16, to become a hard drug
user. 

I knew him by sight from the age of 4, being tall, very dark and very handsome, but our first encounter
was at a mundane Saturday job. I’m sure he was wearing some kind of stone coloured raincoat, which
seemed to flow behind him as he strode in, like an Indian prince. I’m not sure if I recognised him then, but
once again the effect he had on me was marked. 

Somehow I managed to find out that after his day at Super Serena Saver Store, he did the night burger
shift. Ever the predator, I resolved to do a night shift myself. However, when I did, he seemed shy and 
immune to my charms, which I suppose at the same time, bewildered me, yet strengthened my resolve.
He wasn’t the average macho; he seemed gentle and reflective, and very shy. He was reeling me in. All
my own fantasy, based on an image and not on reality.

So what happened next? I tried to sell him a Hazel O’Connor tape! My friend Tim had a party, and I
proactively invited Denz, hoping to reel him in myself. Ironically, he only lived a few doors away from Tim
on Acacia Avenue, yet Tim already thought he was ‘dodgy’. Well he certainly did after the party, as
Wayne and Denz spent the whole evening crashing Tim’s model aeroplanes together in mock airfights.
Tim, nice middle class church-going boy, was not impressed.

So Denz and I began our romance, and we had fun. He was sweet and sensitive and held my hand in a
pious way. He was, a Virgo. We did Art class together, and I made him healthy hamburgers at my house,
as I suspected that Bianca didn’t look after him very well. We went to the Queen’s Head together with all
our friends. We had fun. We kissed, but not much else. He wasn’t very confident, and somehow in 1990,
that all became my fault, and probably still is today!

More importantly, he talked to my Dad, who ignored his colour and opened up top him. As Denz said
himself recently:

I remember not much about your Dad, but I do remember him once saying to me something to the effect
that "when you make it home safely from a war, a bungalow and a family are a dream come true." The
thought moved me and has stayed with me ever since. It's a "quote" (should I dare call it that?) that I've
used in conversation many, many times over the years.

This reminded me of when I was young and feisty, and of when Denz loved me, or at least he was mad
about me! He had been lovely, that had gone but he was still my lovely boy inside, so weird and 
wonderful, original opinions and not afraid to express them. 
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It’s the day to express love
And what’s the best way to show it?
A flying white dove?
Or some other tacky…. stuff! (shit!)

A red red card
And some red red wine
I could express it  all
For under four ninety nine

With its stitches all on show
The grey bear with a sickly note
I’ll throw it in the bin
After I’ve grabbed it by throat

She expects it all
Something a bit kitch
But I always get nothing
From that sentimental…. woman (bitch)

Millions we all spend
On cards chocolates and roses
And some fool always cries
5 minutes after he proposes!

It’s the peacock of love
The biggest card, the biggest pride
But I‘ve never seen a peacock
Show off his backside!

Valentines Day needs massacring 

Fizzer Rippon

Crush 

NME

Hide and seek
Truth or dare
Twists and turns
Found you there

Take it back
Back to the beginning
A broken Man
To life clinging

One lost soul
Recognized another
The blaze from his eyes
Set my heart on fire

Chemical reaction
Magnetic attraction
Quiet acceptance
Silent connection

No words
I knew he could never be mine
What fate can give, fate can take back
Maybe in another space or time.
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My blood does not rage.  I am not deafened by the pounding of my heart or blinded by visions of your 
radiance.  I never feel the need to scream your name.  It is not carved upon me.  I want you but not with
desperation.  I offer you a romance wrapped in cellophane.

I love you.  I've told you this.  I've said those words many times.  Those "three little words".  Always three.
Always little.  Never gigantic.  Never overwhelming.  I love you as much as my heart and my imagination
will allow.  I love you appropriately.

I love you enough to say it even when I don't mean it.  When all I feel is a sense of familiarity, or a need
for companionship or even just the ability to say I have a companion.  When all you really are is an 
accessory, a badge of honour, of normalcy of virility.  Appropriate virility.  Even then I say it.  If that's not
love I don't know what is.

I love you enough that I spend money on you.  Money that I earned working at a job where I spend more
waking time than I ever spend with you.  A job that is more my life than you.  I spend my time there but
my money with you.  Some of it.  An appropriate amount.  If that's not love ....

I love you as much and with the same rituals as the millions who share a love like ours.  I love you enough
to mark a day that holds this much meaning for us: those same millions share the habit of marking it.  A
day that bears, not even a name but the generic title of some anonymous saint.

I show my love with the chocolates that you like.  I know you well enough to know that you like them.  If
that's not love ...

I show my love with flowers that are the approved abbreviation for our love.

I show my love with words - poetry I think.  Not my words.  The words of someone who cares enough
about their job to write them for me.  Not for me specifically, of course - they have never met me.  For
the millions like me who love enough to give those same words.  Not about you, of course - they have
never met you.  For the millions like you who are loved enough to deserve those same words.  We love
enough to pay for them.  To queue for them.  Perhaps enough even to read them.

I love you enough to, once a year, unwrap the cellophane and sign my name to the words of someone
who has never known us.  Enough to say, this day we have not chosen but accepted with our herd, this
day when we indulge the habits we learned with them through mindless, soulless repetition, this day is the
pinnacle of our romance.

I love you this much.  No more, no less.  And you do the same.  We were made for each other.  Or 
someone like us.  If that's not love, I don't know what is.

My cellophane romance

Peter B Carter
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Tracks

I wrote this on the train
But there was no train
Just like you.

If you loved me
then you would exist
But don't.

If you existed
You would only love me
For a while

If you were real
You would grow tired
Of me.

When you grew tired
You would leave me
For another

After you left I would write
About the time
We never met.

Poems

Peter B Carter

The Romantic Dalek

If I had arms I would embrace
This scourge of the true master race
Who foils our every master plan
And always dresses with elan
But, while there's a place within my shell
Where vestigial organs sometimes swell
I was not made for love but hate
And must my love exterminate.
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Val’s eyes were knock-out.  They were this incredible shade of silver-grey, warm and cold at the same time, with a
look that was guarded whilst being ever so slightly suggestive. And those eyes were giving me a look. Now, there
are looks and there are looks and this was definitely a look, if you know what I mean. An ‘I’m interested, but not so
interested that I won’t find something better to do if you don’t make a move sharpish’ kind of look. I knew I was on
the spot, so I steeled myself and got up from the stall’s red plush seat, smoothing my shirt, then my hair as I went. I
walked up to the bar, its beer pumps and spirit bottles gleaming in the soft yellow light. I took in more of Val as I
made my way over. Her mouth was full lipped, tulip shaped and raised at the corners. She had round cheeks,
lightly powdered and her eyebrows were slightly raised. There was a glint in her eye; I couldn’t tell if it was a 
mocking look or an encouraging one and that threw me off, it threw me off badly.

I’d known exactly what to say to her a couple of seconds ago, but now that Val had fixed me with those hot-ice
eyes my mind was a complete, wind-swept tumbleweed spinning blank. I was literally toe to toe with Val by now,
with this awkward half-smile on my face and it was far too late to go back. She was taller than me as well, which
made matters even worse. Given my point of view, a couple of inches below her eyeline, it was easier, practically,
to look at her breasts than to look her in the eye. Great. There I was, having strolled over like mister effin’ Cool and
not only was I completely tongue-tied but I’d also quite 

visibly given Val’s rack the once over. My thoughts were a complete mess, a cacophony of conflicting voices inside
my head. Fortunately one of the voices, a real spit and handlebar moustache drill sergeant of a voice, came 
swimming up out of this mental soup and screamed at me: “TALK TO ‘ER, YOU USELESS BERK!” It was just the
kind of advice I needed – blunt and to the point, so I acted on it: “Hello… I think I know you from school?” I said to
Val, trying to relax the rictus grin on my face. “I’m John. Fancy a dance in a bit?” The jukebox was against the wall,
to my left, Mama Thornton blaring out Hound Dog, and a few couples were moving in time to it, doing those
reheated jitterbug steps people were using back then. Val’s expression was still hard to read as she took in what I’d
just said, but then her lips curved up a little more a the corners and a warm, mischievous expression crept into her
eyes.

“I remember you John. Yes – you were the bookworm in the top year, weren’t you? I’m Val, Val McGuigan.”

Val McGuigan – of course. I remembered how a couple of lads in my class had the hots for her back in school. I’d
never got what they’d seen in her, at least not until now.  Now I saw it in spades. God, she was a cracker. “Nice to
bump into you again Val”, I replied, taking her hand as my flustered confidence crept back. “How’s about we go
for that dance?”

Val was smiling now, positively beaming. “Of course, I’d love to. Margot!” She beckoned one of her friends over,
“hold this for me, will you love?” Val handed over her G&T and I led her over to the small wooden dance floor, her
black skirt swishing deliciously against my leg. Val was wearing a well cut white short sleeved blouse and, again, my
eyes were drawn like magnets to her chest. I tore my gaze away, which was a task and a half, about as easy as 
trying to drag a hungry tiger away from a fresh kill.  But I did it; I caged that tiger. Hound Dog drew to a close as
we took out place on the dance floor and waited for the next tune to kick in. It was Lucille – the Little Richard
number. Any song at that point would have been fine and dandy, but Lucille – well that presented me with a 
couple of major stumbling blocks.

First off, Lucille’s beat was fast, really fast, even for rock n roll. I knew a few jive steps, some throws, but what I’d
never had to do was put them together with any speed. I preferred slow dances; they were my thing, my calling
card. Up-tempo stuff like Lucille I had a problem with.

The drill sergeant’s parade ground voice 

(Extract from ‘Lucille’)
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Second, we – Ed, Arthur and me – had this theory about Lucille. We had a fair bit of experience with girls between
us, certainly more than most lads our age, but all three of us were, technically at least, virgins. We’d kissed, fondled
and petted, but none of has had done the magical it. So, in the absence of experience, we came up with theories,
metaphors for what we thought sex would be like. In our world, a factory fresh Jaguar XK140 was sex, Spurs 
winning 5-0 was sex; Lauren Bacall in the Big Sleep was sex. And Lucille was definitely sex. I know it’s only a song,
but, if you’ve ever heard it, you’ll see the parallels. Lucille is raunchy, eye popping, tongue lolling, steam out the
ears exaggerated cartoon-raunchy. Little Richard screams like his todger’s on fire, the drums thump-thump-thump
like a bouncing mattress and the horns make this filthy, leering screech the whole way through. That song, for us,
was the very essence of what we though doing the dirty would be like. So, there I was, holding Val’s hand, about to
dance to a song that was too fast for me, a song that was inexorably linked with my filthiest thoughts. I felt a blush
rising in my cheeks.

I think Val picked up on my hesitancy, a mixture of nerves and unbridled lust, because she tilted her head to one
side and raised a questioning eyebrow. It was like trying to chat her up all over again and I could hear the drill
sergeant’s parade ground voice wafting up out of the scared-sexy mess in my head. Luckily, Val cut in at this point:
“Don’t worry, I’ll lead”. I was a bit nonplussed by that. It was kind of an unwritten rule that blokes led in a situation
like this, a first dance, any dance for that matter. Val was insistent though: “Look, it’s a tough song and I can tell
you’re a bit het up. It’ll be easier if I lead.” She smiled, reassuringly and I just melted for her. 

This woman is amazing, I thought. She had balls.  So I let her lead. We took simple steps at first, my left hand on her
waist, my right hand on her elbow. She’d step forward, I’d go back, She’d go left, I’d follow. I sensed a slight impa-
tience in Val and, as Lucille pounded away in the background, I picked up the pace. Little clues, a tension in her
fingers, a flick of her wrist, let me know what we were doing next and, gradually, Val and I began to work braver,
flashier steps into our dance. I was enjoying myself, having a ball. Val looked red hot, unselfconsciously flicking her
hair from side to side, with a flush in her cheeks and a silver sheen of perspiration on her neck. Spurred on by the
tight, horny knot she’d tied in my stomach, I gave Val a wink and threw her out from me. She twirled as she flew
out. Our fingers unentwined from each other, then locked again as I reached out and caught Val as she spun back
to me, her skirts lifting, then falling, as if with breath. My confidence was sky high by this point and I started picking
Val up, spinning her round me, throwing her in the air and catching her, as if that were the kind of thing I did all
the time on Friday nights with girls I’d just met. We carried on like that until the song drew to a close. I stood smiling
at Val, feeling tired, triumphant. I was Hercules. Val gave me an amused look.

“John”, she said, catching her breath, “you are full of surprises!”

“You’re not so bad yourself. Thanks for showing me the ropes.”

“That’s alright. You’re quite the mover once you get going.” I smirked to myself. This was going well. But Val wasn’t
finished:

“…Oh and John?”

“Yes?”

“If I catch you looking at my chest again I will chin you.”

Andrew Day
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Paradise

Roy A Smith
She stared over the sun-bleached table at his cracked face and smiled, deep lines criss-crossing his pale
cheekbones. He was nearly eighty, but she remembered when that white moss was dark black. She
traced the thin broken veins that scattered and flecked on both sides. The weather had left its mark, but
the man who had followed her home after work fifty years ago was still there. He’d smelt of dust and 
alcohol and wore a tatty stained jacket. She was ten years older than him and expected very little. He
seemed a bit creepy at first, but there was something more to him. She’d watched him grow. He’d been
so low and he’d picked himself up. Maybe she’d helped; she was a turning point.

He wheezed a short cough that made the skin below his chin quiver. ‘What are you thinking?’ He asked.
Her foggy eyes drifted to the crystal blue sea for a moment. A slither of sunlight crossed the bay and
brought the corners of her puckered mouth up to an impish grin. ‘You’ll never know’ she brushed her hair
back.

‘Oh, I love you…’ he muttered. It hadn’t been easy, but they’d made it through.

She took another bite of her chicken sandwich, reached over and held his hand. He was sweet in his way
and they looked after each other pretty well. Never wanted after anything for long. She wished she could
see a little better; beyond him everything was blurry. She missed sharp lines and focussed objects. Her
hand shook and as a tear formed in the corner of her eye.

‘It’s alright’ He patted her hand.

Her brow knitted for a second and a flame flashed in her eyes that had lain dormant for many years.
‘Don’t patronise me’ venom wrapped her tongue. ‘I’m not an idiot; you know how I feel about all that
mushy nonsense. You don’t own me!’

‘I’m sorry’ he whispered. ‘I didn’t want it to be like this. Please don’t be angry.’ His eyes had turned to 
liquid now.

‘I’m not angry. And I don’t want you feeling sorry. Just don’t do it.’ This time she was firm, but a tone of
care crept into her voice. She squeezed his hand tight.

‘It really is lovely here.’ He tried.

‘Yes, its beautiful. You know, I thought you were mad at first, but I don’t think I could imagine a better
place to be.’ Her smile slowly returned.

‘I know it was expensive, but definitely worth it.’

‘Yes and everything is taken care of so…thoughtfully.’ She sipped the wine.

‘Better go easy now.’ He chuckled and swigged his beer. They both smiled.
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In the distance a warm wind blew across the quiet sand and the sound of the insects buzzing filled he lush
green forest. Cool blue water lapped in against the pale deserted beach. The salesman had told them
they paid to keep it that way, to keep it peaceful. It was a very exclusive resort and did its job well. No
one lived on the island anymore. In the summer it was a truly special place that brought joy to hundreds
of people, yet it was never too busy or crowded and nothing was a hassle.

They ordered a last drink as soft music trickled from the speakers hidden in the hanging plants.
‘That’s lovely.’ She beamed. ‘ Did you plan that?’

‘I thought you’d like it.’ He paused and pushed his glasses further up his nose. ‘Well, I suppose…are you
ready?’

‘Oh, I think so. I am feeling very tired. Shall we?’

He nodded, got out his wallet and counted out a generous tip. He laughed briefly and placed the whole
wallet in the centre of the table. ‘I almost forgot.’ The waiter poured them both a glass of wine, placed a
white saucer on the table and left silently. On the saucer were two small mints. 

They stood and walked around the table and fell into each other’s embrace. The moment seemed to last
forever, as they lost themselves in timeless thought. They picked up a mint each and popped it into each
other’s mouth. The couple giggled like young lovers and pulled closer for one last soulful kiss, before 
collapsing painlessly to the floor.
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White Day

extract from a short story by Giacomo Lee

I laugh way too much.

It's 2 o'clock in the morning as I stand arms crossed, eyes bewitched in the
light as the stage show begins, the all night darkness of dancing to electronic
beats now giving way to the revelation of a Korean girl in a Viking helmet 
miming to Pussycat Dolls. The stage is her deck as Korean men dance in sync behind her with bare oiled
torsos and fake snakes round their shoulders.

Everyone’s Korean, including the girl I’ve been dancing with, now in the toilets I’m standing by alone,
standing out in the crowd with my blonde hair as I chuckle at this camp scene being played out in Club
Mass. She’s been in there for a while now and I can’t find the two mates I'd seen her with earlier in the
evening when we were both more sober. She’s alone and so am I, my mates in congress round the bar, all
standing out, all teachers.

It’s time to stop grinning and try to help the girl, ‘Elise’, a thin and beautiful twenty something. 
Everybody's thin here, like the gangly attendant hopping from one foot to another between both toilet
doors, whistle dangling from her neck, tights cut off above the ankles, arms stuck to her sides with hands
rolled into fists.

'Do you speak English?' I yell.
The attendant nods.
'There is a girl there. She is sick. She needs help'.
'Okay'. The attendant sets off and I’m mulling whether there’s really a need for me to stay on the scene.
It’s all a shame really; me and Elise had just been getting to know each other…

As I look out at all the girls and boys all staring at the mad stage almost dancing in lines, I think back to
how this morning, yesterday morning, I was panicking in bed hearing how the North had tested missiles
during the night, and yet life seemed exactly the same when I went outside for milk, a world obviously
used to such empty threats.

Now still no-one cared, dancing through the night. The Viking girl falls in the arms of the men around her,
the pearl in their oyster. The lights go back to dark and I set off laughing to the bar, peering into eyes I
pass by, my own open wide. 2 girls in black peer back with no expression.

'Annyong haseyo' I say in passing, not waiting for a reply.

This is my year out, I think. This is my life at 23.

#
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Dear Valentine/the man I live with off and on. 

Matt Clemens-Lary

I am writing you a card as you wanted one, and partially as we have been together so long now it seems
easier than having a conversation about it. 
It’s easier, and more efficient than a limp old to and fro regarding the morality and usefulness of a card-
based event, and of a dinner date, expensive plate of pasta ten years in. 
Plus you are as tired as I am at the sound of another middle-aged soapbox rant, (I can see it in your
sneer). 
I don’t blame you, I bore me sometimes, I sound like a teenager that has started stopping to drink coca
cola. 
I still hate the gaudy hearts and kisses though, I feel like I have swallowed a sachet of sugar, and I feel
guilty. 
There is not enough fire left in my belly now to care it’s too full of fake pork scratchings. 

I knew someone once who as a joke bought a lamb’s heart from a butchers and gift wrapped it, liquid
and bloody in a pretty box. 
It had pink ribbons, glitter, and a silk bow, something about this seems pornographic. 
I don’t remember how the gift went down, (poorly I assume but who knows, it was in Norfolk). 
I have not done this, but I would by lying if I said I had not considered it. 
So, therefore I am giving you a special valentines present of not a lambs heart, which I am sure as a 
vegetarian you will appreciate, no need to thank me, it really is nothing.
Sorry to email this to you at work, please print it out and fold it in two. 
Add your own scrawled heart, you stole mine years ago. 

P.S. Can you pick up some Soya milk on the way home, you drank it all.
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WOMAN WITH MAGAZINE
ENTER MAN WITH FLOWERS

WOMAN Look. What do you think.
MAN Wow.
WOMAN Yes?
MAN Wow.
WOMAN I knew you'd like it.
MAN What's it made of.
WOMAN Mix. Wool. Silk. Cashmere.
MAN Wow.
WOMAN It'll go I'm sure of it.
MAN Yes.
WOMAN Say it'll go.
MAN It'll go all right.
WOMAN The brown flecks -
MAN Amazing,
WOMAN -are a perfect match.
MAN Yes.
WOMAN For the sofa.
MAN The sofa. Yes.
WOMAN It is fab. Isn't it? The sofa?
MAN Fab.
WOMAN (PAUSE) You do love it. Don't you?
MAN The sofa?
WOMAN Love it.
MAN Love it. Adore it.
WOMAN It is perfect isn't it.
MAN Perfect.
WOMAN (PAUSE) Those flowers ...
MAN Found them.
WOMAN Found?
MAN On the path. Someone could have slipped on them.
WOMAN Fallen. (PAUSE) Where've they come from.
MAN Someone's shopping bag? Back of a bike or a buggy?
WOMAN An accident then.
MAN You wouldn't waste money buying them to throw them away.
WOMAN No. (PAUSE) Why do people buy them That's what I can't understand. They don't last.

Anti-Valentine

a short play

Maggie Drury
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MAN Dead in a week.
WOMAN So why buy the things.
MAN (PAUSE) Put them in something.
WOMAN What.
MAN Put them in water. 
WOMAN There's an empty bottle in the kitchen.
MAN That'll do.
WOMAN But what do we do with them. They should have a use. Everything should have a use. 

Everything should mean something. I mean what are flowers for. 
MAN Decoration?
WOMAN I don't think so. We've got the silk ones for that.
MAN Of course. (PAUSE) Beats me. (PAUSE) The wrapping paper's nice. Good quality.
WOMAN Yes. (PAUSE) You do love the sofa. Don't you.
MAN I adore it.
WOMAN So do I. (PAUSE) With passion.
MAN (PAUSE) Look this might be a crazy idea. But suppose we stand the jar with the flowers in 

it next to the sofa.
WOMAN Next to ...
MAN Like a token of our appreciation.
WOMAN Of our love.
MAN Yes. A token of our love.
WOMAN For the sofa.
MAN Yes. Saying 'I love you'.
WOMAN To the sofa.
MAN Yes.
WOMAN That's a lovely idea.
MAN Oh.
WOMAN What.
MAN There's a little card. Look.
WOMAN Let me see. (READS) To Meryl. I love you. All my love, forever. John.
MAN What the fuck does that mean.
WOMAN I've no idea. (PAUSE) You do love the sofa. Don't you?
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Next up...

ME4 Writers next event will be around the time

of the Sweeps festival... sign up to our mailing

list to get up-to the-minute info on our events:

ME4writers@gmail.com

Or join our Facebook group - ME4 Writers. 

And if you like reading - we also do a 

reading group - it’s on Facebook too - 

ME4 Readers, and has a blog of its own:

http://me4readers.wordpress.com 


